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Designers or other creative professionals who create digital documents are always looking for

ways to make their products more appealing to the user. One way of doing that is to increase

reader engagement by building interactive animated effects into their designs. Creating

Animations in Adobe InDesign One Step at a Time teaches the reader not only how to add

animation to their InDesign documents (via step-by-step exercises) but also helps the reader to

choose among the various digital format options for export– ePub (concentrating on the new

Fixed-Layout variety), DPS , and PDF. Clear explanations and plenty of full-color graphics will

guide the reader through the potentially confusing digital publishing landscape.Adding

animated effects in InDesign documents is a field set to grow. The practice was given a big

push in the 2014 release of the Adobe Creative Cloud, when InDesign introduced the new

Fixed-Layout EPUB export format. EPUBS exported in this format preserve the layout of the

InDesign document, and can include animated effects as well as media, such as audio and

video.Fixed-Layout EPUB has gathered a large following in a short time for a number of

reasons. They allow ePubs such as children’s books to display fun animations to enhance the

child’s reading experience. They provide businesses a way to create all the interactivity of PDF

documents PLUS animations not supported by PDFs. They are a viable replacement for Single

Edition DPS folios which Adobe longer supports.The book will cover over two hundred different

effects you can create using the animation features of InDesign. These include animations that

don’t appear in the regular animation controls. Each chapter will have four or more exercises

that the reader can follow along. The chapter exercises will start very basic and then work up.

So the last exercise in each chapter will take more time than the first. This means someone

can go through the book doing only the easy exercises in each chapter and come back later to

get more involved.Some of the exercises will use basic shapes. Other exercises will use more

advanced artwork. All the artwork, including the basic shapes, will be available for download by

the reader so they can follow along with the exercises. In addition, the finished artwork for each

exercise will also be provided to allow the readers to see how the animation is supposed to

work.Written a longtime publishing expert, the book thoroughly covers the theory and best

practices for creating animations in InDesign CC.
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Robert Sajewski, “easy to follow. Concise, easy to follow, useful instructions.”

S. D. Spicer, “If this is an area you want to explore, the price is good value.. This is a gem of a

book covering in depth a small corner of the vast feature set of InDesign. Sandee Cohen's

name on the cover was enough to inspire the confidence to buy what it admittedly quite a slim

book for the money. I have watched her videos and read other things that she has authored

and although both an ACE and Adobe certified Instructor myself, there are always things to

learn from her writings.Creating animation directly in InDesign is one area that as ePub, DPS

(new DPS) and other suitable delivery formats gain strength is needed to save time and help

prevent incompatible animations being imported.In the book she covers a lot of ground quite

fast. From simple time-line animations and slide-shows to masks, layers effects and multi-state

objects and beyond. Each of these is explained as a step-by-step exercise and importantly you

can download the worked sample files from Peach-Pit, which will help your learning no end.For

sure this is specialist knowledge. But you won't find it easily, and certainly not in one place

anywhere else as far as I know. If this is an area you want to explore, the price is good value.”

The book by Sandee Cohen has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 3 people have provided feedback.
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